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Abstract

The use of a two stage crystal collimation system in the
RHIC yellow ring is examined. The system includes a cop-

per beam scraper and a bent silicon crystal. While scrapers

were installed in both of the RHIC rings before the year
2000 run, the crystal is installed for the 2001 run in one

ring cmly, forming a two stage collimation system there.
We present simulations of the expected channeling through
the bent silicon crystal for both protons and gold ions with
various beam parameters. This gives a picture of the parti-
cle losses around the ring, and the expected channeling ef-
ficiency. These results are then used to optimize the beam
parameters in the area of the crystal to obtain maximum
chameling efficiency, minimize out-scattering in the sec-

ondary collimator, and reduce beam halo.

1 INTRODUCTION

In present day high energy colliders, the requirements
of high luminosity and low backgrounds place strict re-
quirements on the quality of the beams used. At facilities
like RHIC, intra-beam scattering (IRS) [1] and other halo
forming processes become a major concern [2]. Transverse

beam growth not only leads to increased detector back-
grounds, but also reduces dynamic aperture of the accel-
erator leading to particle losses at high beta locations. To

minimize these effects, an efficient collimation system is
needed.

The optics of two stage collimation systems have been
repormd numerous places [3]. The main disadvantage of
the usual two stage system is that particles hitting the pri-
mmy collimator with small impact parameters can scatter

out of the material, causing a more diffuse halo. A sec-
ondary collimator is used to improve the performance, but
the problem of small impact parameters can still exist. Us-

ing a bent crystal as the primary collimator in such a sys-
tem, the channeled particles are placed into a well defined

region of phase space. This allows the placement of a sec-
ondary collimator such that the impact parameters of the
channeled particles are large enough to reduce the scatter-
ing probability, and most of the particles that hit the colli-
mator are absorbed.

In this paper we present the layout of the crystal collima-

tion system in RHIC. Following, we show results of simu-
lations of the collimator and its effects in the RHIC yellow
ring.
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2 COLLIMATION LAYOUT

For the 2001 run, the yellow (counter-clockwise) ring
has a two stage collimation system consisting of a 5 mm

long crystal and a 450 mm long L-shaped copper scraper.
Both are located in a warm section downstream of the II?

triplet magnets in the 7 o’clock area. This location was

chosen because it has a large beta function (~. x 370m)
and low dispersion function (D % O.15m). This allows
for excellent betatron collimation [4]. Figure 1 shows the
lattice functions in the vicinity of the collimators.
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Figure 1: ,Bfunctions and dispersion function

The layout of the complete collimation system for RHIC
is shown in figure 2. The crystal is an O-shaped silicon

crystal with the (110) planes placed at an angle of 465 prad
with respect to the normal of the input face, and a 0.44 mrad

bend. A schematic view is shown in figure 3. The choice of
crystal dimensions is a result of previous simulations [5].
For channeling to occur in the crystal, the incoming an-
gle of the particles must be less than the critical angle, 0..
The critical angle is the angle with respect to the crystal
planes beyond which the particles cannot be channeled and
is given by

i

2U(XC)O.= —
w

(1)

where U(ZC ) is the inter-planar potential at the location
where the particle will enter the electron cloud of a lattice
atom. For RHIC energies, 19C= 37prad at injection and
ll~rad at storage.



Four PIN diodes are used to detect forward scattered par-
ticles from the scraper, and eight PIN diodes detect the back

scattered particles as well as forward scattered particles

from the crystal. A hodoscope consisting of two scintil.la-

tors is aligned to detect scattered particles from the crystal.
A drop in the count rate here is an indication of channeling.
A phosphor screen is mounted on the scraper jaw to image
the channeled particles.
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ing around the accelerator [7], CATCH [8] to simulate par-

ticle interactions in the crystal, and the K2 [9] code to im-
plement the proton scattering in the copper jaw.

Gold ions and protons are tracked for 10 turns wound

the R.HIC yellow ring, starting at the brystal. Particles
that hit the crystal or the copper jaw are transfered to the
proper program for simulation and then transfered back
into TEAPOT to be tracked through the accelerator to-

gether with the noninteracting particles. In addition, the
coordinates of each particle are saved at the entrance and
exit of the crystal and scraper.

Ten thousand particles are tracked, uniformly filling a

doughnut in x phase space so that particles would hit the
crystal at all impact parameters. They phase space is filled
with an ellipse of area of 15 T mm mrad. The maximum

momentum deviation is 0.002 and no synchrotrons motion
is present. Typical initial transverse distributions are shown
in figure 4. Coupling effects where not included to simplify

Figure 2: The RHIC collimation system

the dynamics.
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A stepper motor is used to control the motion of the crys-
tal in the horizontal plane, with a maximum insertion of
1.27 cm from the beam pipe center. This corresponds to 50
and 3U of the beam size for gold and protons respectively.

An inch-worm with a step resolution of %4 nm rotates the
crystal with a step size of N 0.013prad over 15 mrad. A

0.5 m“W Helium Neon (HeNe) laser placed 4.5m from the
crystal is reflected off the crystal side face to measure the
crystal angle with respect to the beam pipe. Linear Volt-
age Differenti~ Transformers (J~Ts) are us~ to moni-

tor both the horizontal crystal position and the inch-worm

motion. This, with the laser, gives a redundant measure of
the angular position.

A more complete description of the collimation system

is given in reference [6].
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Figure 3: The RHIC Crystal

3 SIMULATIONS

The simulations of the collimation system included three
major code components, UAIJTEAPOT for particle track-
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Figure 4: Transverse Phase Space Distributions. Vertical

lines denote crystal position. Horizontal lines denote angu-
lar acceptance of crystal

In cases where the crystal is considered the only aperture
limit and nonlinearities can be ignored, a transfer matix is
used instead of element-by-element tracking. The particle

distribution is the same as above.
Figure 5 shows a typical phase space distribution for a

pe~ectly aligned crystal. The left distribution is the crys-
tal input distribution over 10 turns. The right distribution
shows the output of tie crystal. The dashed lines indi-
cate the regions of crystal acceptance and emittance respec-
tively.

Figure 6 shows the particle losses in the ring for a proton

beam after 10 turns using only the crystal collimator. The
crystal is at 5cJ and aligned with the beam envelope. 3254
protons entered the crystal, and 66% of the 1709 particles
within the angular acceptance of the crystal where chan-
neled. One can see that most of the particles hit the wall at
Q51T8 downstream of the crystal. The results for gold look
similar.
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Figure 5: X phase space distribution at the crystal, overlay-
ing 10 tums~ The dashed lines denote the &gular accep-

tance and emittance of the crystal respectively.
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Figure 6: Particle Losses from Crystal

Figure 7 shows particle losses for the same alignment of

the crystal and the Cu scraper inserted to 6a. 3126 protons
hit the crystal, 63% of the 1836 protons within the angular
acceptance of the crystal are channeled, 175 inelastically
scatter and are lost. 2568 protons hit the scraper. All of
the chmneled protons hit the scraper the same turn. 95%
of the protons that hit the scraper are inelastically scattered
and lost. 165 of the protons that hit the crystal did not get
lost. The overall efficiency of the system, defined as the
ratio of protons that are lost in the collimators to the total
number of protons lost, is 89’%0. It is also obvious horn

figure’7 that the protons that escape the scraper are quickly

lost because of their energy loss.

4 FUTURE PLANS

The commissioning of the crystal collimator will occur
in. the year 2001 run. Once the efficiency of the crystal
collimator has been determined, a second apparatus will
be built for the blue ring. That crystal has already been
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Figure 7: Particle Losses from Crystal and Cu Scraper.

manufactured. Once the collimator is commissioned it will

be used in a variety of experiments to determine beam at-
tributes such as size, angular profile, and diffusion rates.

In addition, there are plans to implement crystal extrac-
tion in the AGS for a neutrino mass experiment [10]. Ex-
perience gained at RHIC will bean important input for the
development of that system.

We thank Nuria Cata16n-Lasheras for her assistance with

the K2 code.
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servables such as the following three:

lM++(p)l’ -lAf__(-~)\’ = -4Re{(F.: +F;pkcos o)*

x (FP~ + FAEk – F~P~ cos 6’)}

Ikf+-(j)l’ - lM+_ (+)12 = +4Re{(F~~)*

The difference between the last two asymmetries isolates the interference be-

tween the CP = +1 part of FV and purely direct CP violating amplitudes.

The above asymmetries involve the measurement of the polarization of

both Ieptons in the same event. It is possible to get direct information about

CP violating amplitudes from measuring asymmetries for one of the Ieptons

only, even though the asymmetry is not intrinsically CP-viloating. It is well-

known 18) that the out-of-plane polarization of the muon, transverse to the

plane formed by the n and the Iepton momenta, gets contributions from CP-

violating amplitudes, but several effects are mixed up and it is not possible

to give a separation of the direct and the indirect pieces. It is, however, not

well-known that more information can be obtained from the parity-violating

single lepton longitudinal asymmetries, even though they are not intrinsically

CP-violating. The longitudinal polarizations are given in the lepton-lepton cm.

frame as:

Pj(j) = [IM++I’ + IM-+1’ – IM+-12 – lM__l’] /p

= [-4.Re{(F.~ + FVPA cos L9)*(Fp~ + FAE~)}

+4% pi sin2 O.Re(FJFv)]/p,

~’~(–~) = [IM++[2 + plLf+._y – pw-+y – lM__12] /p

= [-4Re{(Fs~ + Fvpk cos 6’)*(Fp~ + FAEk)}

pE ‘
–47 pk sin’6’Re(.F~Fv)]/p,



P = 1~++12+ p’f-+iz+ IM+-12+ pL12. (4)

We use the notation Pi here to distinguish the polarization components mea-

~;ures in the ZTcm to distinguish them from the components PL measured in

the kaon rest frame, to be used later.

These polarizations have the property that although they are not CP

violating, they are zero if there is no direct Cp violation. The combination

(Pi (j) + Pj (–j) + P’L (j) + P’L (–i)) cancels the interference between Pairs of

CP violating amplitudes and leaves a pure CP-viola.ting observable. Similarly

[p; (j) -1-p; (–~) – P’L (j) – P’L (–j)) is CP-even. The angular dependence

can be integrated to give a particularly simple result:

32 pE ~
<P;–P’L> = ~-p~Re(FiF;)/p (5)

The first of these is C-even and purely direct, and the second is C-odd and

cent ains both direct and indirect amplitudes. It should be noted that for these

asymmetries the muon and anti-muon polarizations can be measured separately

over the same part of phase space. Indeed, if a complete angular analysis of one

lepton’s polarization can be performed, four out of the 6 independent products

the form factors can be determined.

We will show our numerical results in the kaon rest frame. We concentrate

on four measurable quantities: the total decay rate, the energy asymmetry

between the muons and the out-of-plane and the longitudinal components of

the muon polarization. The in-plane transverse polarization should also be

considered when designing an experiment.

For the purposes of discussing possible experiments, it is useful to have

the lepton polarization given in a covariant way. The form is the same as for
,y+ + ~+z-z+ 11):

P(s) = {–2Re(FsF#)m(s . Pi)

+ 2Re(FvF~)??z[2(s .pk)(pl .p,k) – W&(s .ji)]

— 2Re(FpFf)[–~g2(p~ ~S) + (F%“IZ)(IZ ‘ s)]

+ 2Re(FsF~)[~(g2 – 4m2) (W .s) – (P1. s) (P1“w)]

+ [21?n(Fp F;) + 219n(FsF; )]dvpopkpyz.pips. }/(7n2p) , (6)



where q2 = (pi + iZ)2 ad
The decay rate in the kaon

mzpo (Et, 31)

s denotes the covariant spin vector of the lepton.

rest frarneisgiven. as 11):

=

+

+

+

—

The total rate is given by

(8)

The spin vector sL in the direction of the p- momentum in the kaon rest

frame is

SL = (p, El sin @lI,O, El cos 6j~)/m (9)

where we take the decay to be in the x — z plane with ~< pointing in the z-

direction. Then the longitudinal polarization of p- in the kaon rest frame (not

the same as Eq.4 which is in the p–p+ cm.) is given as

PL = [–2~e(&’S~~)(@l – ~fi “~1)) ‘

+ 2Re(~v~~)m~(fil + ~fl .~l))

+ 2Re(~pP~)mk(m+ ~ti “;l))

+ 2.Re(~s~j)mk(-m + #l “@l))]p~/(m2p0) (lo)

where @l(;[ ) and El (~.L) are the momentum and energy of p– (p+). Notice

that in this frame F$ is odd under El H Ei, while FVI and the other form

factors are even under the same interchange.

The transverse (out of decay plane) polarization perpendicular to the

muon momentum vector in the kaon center of mass frame is given as

PN = –2[.Im(F,s.Fj) + Im(FPF~)] IZjl sin 01~/(m2pO). (11)



It should be noted that FP and FA are in phase and therefore do not contribute

to ~N.

For completeness, we also give the expression for the transverse, in-the-

plane polarization PT. For this the spin vector is ST = (O, cos L91~,O, – sin dl[),

iind the expression is as follows:

PT = -[2Jk(PsF;) m.

+ . 2Re(FPF~) mK El

+ 2Re(Fs.Fl) mK Et

+ 2Re(FvFj) m rn~ ] fj sin 01j/(m2pO). (12)

It depends on the same quantities as PL and, depending on the experimental

configuration, the measured quantity may be a linear combination of the two.

[P; is the linear combination of PL and PT given by the rotation of the lepton

spin through the angle between the kaon and the Iepton momenta as seen in

I;he rest frame of the lepton.)

We now consider values of the form-factors that we will use in estimating

I;he polarization.

FMM’ The decays 1{s + not+ 1– have been studied in chiral perturbation‘v “
theory extensively. The same framework of analysis is often applied to the

similar decay of K+ + # Z+l-. In D ‘Ambrosio et al 6,, the decays are analyzed

beyond the leading order 0 (p4). The vector form factor for KS decays is

parametrized as

(13)

The function W“” comes from the pion loop contribution, which is estimated to

0 (ps) using K ~ nrm data, and the rest of the contributions are parametrized

in the linear term. Using ideas from VMD a further assumption is sometimes

made,

(14)

where Alv is the vector meson mass. The vector form factor for indirect CP

violation in KL -+ nop+ p– is then

(15)



The value of as is quite unknown, however it is considered to be 0(1). The

study of the similar decay I<+ + r~l~l- gives a value of the equivalent pa-

rameter to be —0.59 ~ 0.01, 19) - 21) therefore we use the value, —0.6, for our

numerical results.

Most of the other values are taken from from Donoghue and Gabbiani 5,.

F$’,FA, and FP: These form factors get contributions from short distance box
.5):and penguin diagrams. We use the notation from Donoghue and C~abbianl

FA =
-2% i‘7A1mAt

y7v = 0.743a, atm~ = 175GeV

y7A = –0.736 a, atm~ = 175GeV

& = vtdvt; . (16)

We have used Im& = 10-4 in out numerical calculation. Similar to the case of

K+ decay FP is related to FA by 11)

f-FP = -mL(l - ~)FA (17)

where f+ and f_ are charged current semileptonic decay form factors of KL.

FS: Since 5, is concerned only with electron final st ates, the scalar contribution

is negligible and they do not calculate it. Therefore we use the earlier result of

Ecker et al 18). They have calculated FS to C7(p4) as

FS =
iGgl_#
~mll(z)

E(z) = ;Z”9(~)[(’ – ~;) F(z/T;) – (z – 1 – +) F(z)]. (18)

z = (Pt+ pl)2/m~, PZ = %r/mkj and B =
r

1 – 4X. F(z) is a known

function described by Ecker et al.

F:: For this we return to 5,. Using chiral perturbation theory they obtain

(20)



where s = (pl + FL)2, z = s/4.kf~, and 1?(z) is a complex funtion described in

‘i). ~5 denotes the octet coupling constant in chiral perturbation theory. We

~~ee = ~$1 5,, The value of g$op = 4..?use thevalue G8= ~]v~dv~,]gs withg8

~ionlahigher order calculation does notalter ourconclusions significantly 22).

The function contains a free parameter, cw = –0.72+0.08, determined from

9). Wehaveused av=–0.70for our numericalexperiment al -I__L-+ T“-yy data

results. It should be noted that Heiliger et al 3, have performed an analysis of

both FS and F; in a two component (pion loop and vector meson dominance

(VMD)) model. This calculation, however, needs to be checked against the

latest data on KL ~ n“-y~. Recently, Gabbiani and Valencia have pointed out

that a more complete formulation of F; requires three free parameters which

can be obtained from KL j T“yy data 8).

Using the above discussed values for the various form factors the total

decay rate is about * 1.1 x 10–11, and it is dominated by the scalar interaction

which makes most of the contribution for mu-mu mass above 280 MeV. This

is because of the two pion loop contribution embodied in the form factor FS.

lJnlike FS, the rest of the form factors are expected to give contributions that

fall with qz. The contribution from Fp is small because of the suppression due

to the lepton mass. The region @ <280 MeV will be affected by interference

effects as shown in figure 1. It is interesting to note that the destructive inter-

ference causes the decay rate to be almost zero in the region where the p+ is

at rest in the kaon rest frame. The longitudinal and out-of-plane polarizations

clf the p– a;e shown in figure 2. The energy asymmetry and the out-of-plane

polarizations are large, but they also have large dependence on the parameter

as. If the out-of-plane polarization is used to constrain as then the short di8-

tance physics could be extracted by fitting the measured distribution for the

longitudinal polarization which mainly comes from Re(FsFj) and .Re(l?AF~).

The modes KL -+ roe+ e- and KL + T“p+p- have not as yet been ob-

served; the current best limits on the branching ratios for KL + m“t+ 1– were

clbtained by the KT’eV experiment at FNAL; B(KL + m“ptp- ) <3.8 x 10-10

231 24). These limits were based on 2and ~(KL + r“e+e–) < 5.1 x 10-10

c,bserved events in each case, and expected backgrounds of O.87+ 0.15 for the

muon mode and 1.06 + 0.41 for the electron mode. The main backgrounds for

the muon mode were estimated to be from Pyp–yy (0.37+ 0.03) and n+ n– To

(0.25 + 0.09), in which both charged pions decay in flight. Of these, the for-
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the decay rate contours are arbitrary. The total calculated branching fraction
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mer background could be irreducible and therefore of great concern. For any

future experiment it seems unlikely that the background due to p~p– -yy can

be lowered. The signal to background ratio, assuming that only py~- -y-ywill

contribute in a future experiment, will be around 1/5, if the standard-model

~ligna] is W.wn as B(KL + ~O/J+/J-) N 5 x 10–12. 17)

Measuring the muon polarization asymmetries in Ill -+ ~“p+p-, to-

gether with the branching ratio and the Iepton energy asymmetry, could be a

good way of defeating the intrinsic background from CP-conserving and indi-

rect CP-violating amplitudes and the experimental background from p+p– -YY.

The large predicted asymmetries should be easy to measure with sufficient
~itatistics at new intense proton accelerators such as the J3rookhaven National

Laboratory AGS, the Fermilab main injector, or the Japanese Hadron Factory.

An examination of the functional form of the form factors FS and Fv is needed

lo see if the present function form in terms of the parameters av and as is

adequate. Examination of how to measure the different components of the

polarization in the laboratory as well as the pp-y-y background is needed to

understand the dilution of the asymmetries on the Dalitz plot.

We thank Laurence Littenberg, German Valencia, Willian Marciano, Steve

Kettell for useful discussions. This work was supported by DOE grant DE-

ACO2-98CH1O886.
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